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New plans for 
student loans 
Good deal? Bad deal? arrangementmustbeaccepted.but 
value). · unpaid after 9.5 years. Of these _7% the provinces can choose the add-ons, 
Annette Martin 
"Harmonisa-
tion"-what is it, 
and what can it do 
for you? 
"Harmonisation" is not the name of a 
new band, but the federal govern-
ment's new plan to combine, or 
'harmonise' federal and provincial 
student loans. The idea is to stream-
line both loan applications into a 
single assessment and administrative 
process. 
The same 60/40 cost sharing 
arrangement would remain in effect 
for all the core elements of the 
program, and province-specific grants 
would continue to be fully funded by 
the provinces. 
So far, only Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick have signed the new 
agreement while discussions are 
ongoing with the other provinces. The 
feds are hoping that all students will 
be negotiating only one loan by 
August 2000. 
But why the hurry? Government 
wheels usually move creakingly 
slowly-what is driving this rela-
tively speedy agenda? 
The main push for Harmonisa-
tion is coming from the banks, who 
are unwilling to renegotiate "risk 
sharing" agreements unless each 
student has one common loan-and 
the present agreement expires Sep-
tember 2000. 
Patty Lewis, Financial Aid and 
Placement Supervisor at Douglas 
College, says, "The lenders are push-
ing hard for the August 2000 deadline 
when risk sharing is up for renewal." 
What is risk 
sharing? 
Prior to 1994, student loans 
were provided through the banks, but 
the job of collecting defaulted loans 
was the responsibility of the govern-
ment. 
Risk sharing allowed the . 
government to retain responsibility 
for determining student loan eligibil-
ity while banks assumed full owner-
ship of the debt and responsibility for 
collection of the loan. In exchange, 
governments agreed to pay the banks 
a "risk premium" (5% of the loan 
The Canadian Federation of not all seek bankruptcy protection. and BC can continue to offer the BC 
Students (CFS) argued at the time In New Brunswick, which has grants." 
that these agreements were a "slip- already implemented Harmonisation, HOW dO Doug-
pery slope" towards bank interven- 6.5% of students who applied for 
tion in student loan policy. Now these loans last year were turned down for laS StUdentS feel? 
fears may be realized under the assistance and will not be able to go 
proposed new agreement as credit to college or university. 
. 
Now, instead of having 2 big debts, you get one huge one! 
history, bankruptcy law and higher 
risk premiums are all on the table. 
Credit worthi-
ness 
Lewis says that "traditionally, 
student loans in Canada have been a 
social program, permitting access to 
education for students facing finan-
cial barriers." 
The CFS says, "In the absence of 
a comprehensive national grants 
program, public loans are the only 
form of assistance available for 
students. Most students would not 
qualify for private loans which have 
criteria that include credit history, 
collateral and personal income." 
The federal government, how-
ever, has introduced eligibility 
changes to more closely resemble 
consumer loans which will require 
that type of criteria. 
Banks claim that anyone who 
has a history of credit problems can 
be predicted to default on a student 
loan, and is a poor credit risk, 
although the federal government has 
no evidence to indicate that a history 
of credit problems is linked to higher 
default rates on student loans. 
In fact, CFS figures show that 
since the inception of student loans 
in 1964 through to March 1996, 80% 
of loans are repaid without any 
incident, 93% of all loans are eventu-
ally repaid-including those once in 
default-and '?nly 7% of loans remain . 
What Harmoni-
sation can do 
Lewis is more optimistic than 
the CFS. She believes that the prov-
inces will have options and that BC 
could choose to guarantee student 
loans, which would do away with the 
need for credit checks. In fact, she 
sees several pluses for students in the 
new arrangement. 
Many students have been 
unaware that although they fill out 
one application for their student 
loan, they have to repay two parts in 
two separate payments to two differ-
ent governments, which leads to 
confusion and some apparent default-
ing on loans. 
After graduation, interest 
payments are immediately added to 
the federal government portion of 
loans whereas the BC portion offers 
six-months of post-graduate interest 
relief. 
Under harmonisation, interest 
relief will be available on the federal 
money as well because it will be 
included in one loan with only one 
repayment. 
There will also be the possibility 
of debt reduction on the entire cost 
of the loan, and more portability of 
loans for students wanting to learn in 
a different province. 
"Harmonisation will provide 
consistency and doesn't need to be 
less of a system than we have now." 
says Lewis. "Some features of the new 
Douglas College students asked 
about their student loans were fairly 
evenly divided on whether paying off 
the money would be a problem, or 
not, and even those anticipating at 
least $25,000 in debt had no plans to 
default. Not even the female student 
who cringed when the topic was 
introduced, and said, "I don't want to 
think about it." 
One counselling student said, 
"I'm not worried about finding work 
and paying it off, but I don't have 
any long term plans." 
A professional writing student 
said, "No, I don't plan to default; it 
will be less than $10,000 and I can 
handle that. " 
John Morash, a part-time David 
Lam student who is also registered at 
SFU said, "I will pay for it; it's a good 
investment. You can spend $26,000 
on a new car with a three year 
warranty, or you can get an education 
which will last you a lifetime." 
Avoiding the 
problem 
But there is one aspect of 
student loans that cannot be over-
looked. A student must be taking a 
minimum of nine credits to qualify 
for financial aid. 
Frequently, students find 
themselves enrolling in courses they 
either don't want or don't need just 
to fulfill this requirement. Not only 
does this take away spaces for stu-
dents who really need those classes, 
but it also lengthens the time it takes 
for a student to complete their 
qualifications-plus it adds to their 
debt load. 
As Patty Lewis says, "The debt 
load won't be so high if students 
could get through more quickly." 
So what's the solution? Try 
lobbying both federal and provincial 
governments to increase spending on 
post secondary education. More 
teachers plus more classrooms would 
equal greater access to learning for 
students. 
Meanwhile, to help offset 
education costs check out Canada's 
free awards web site: 
www.studentawards.com 
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The Other Press is Douglas 
College's autonomous student 
newspaper. We've been 
pubjishing since 1976. The 
Other Press is run as a non-
hierarchical collective, which 
means that if anything goes 
wrong, none will take the 
blame. Expect us to pass the 
buck. 
The OP is published 
wePkly during the fall and 
winter semesters and monthly 
[as a magazine] during the 
summer. When we manage to 
publish at all. In this case, we 
blame technology. 
We receive our funding 
from a student levy collected 
every semester at registration, 
and from local and national 
advertising revenue. But, if 
you really want it, we'll give 
you your money back. Please, 
don't ask. 
The Other Press is a 
member of the Canadian 
University Press (CUP), a 
cooperative of student 
newspapers from across 
Canada. We adhere to CUP's 
Statement of Common 
Principles and Code of 
Ethics-not that we claim to 
understand them, we just 
stick by them. 
Devil's Advocate 
Honestly, it's a wonder most 
Douglas students made it this 
far. 
One would think that in 
order to graduate from 
kindergarten, one would have 
to have a grasp on basic 
things like shapes (say, an 
octagon) and be able to 
distinguish basic colours (say, 
red). To graduate from the 
first grade, one would think 
that you would have to 
master the skill of reading 
basic words (say, stop). And 
to graduate from high school, 
one must have high reading 
and comprehension skills. One 
would think. But one would 
be wrong. 
Some Douglas students 
do not posses the shape 
recognition skills of a four-
year-old, or the colour 
interpreting skills of a two-
year-old. Never mind the 
ability to see a coloured 
shape, and interpret its 
meaning. If you don't believe 
me, take a look outside the 
underground parking garage 
doors. 
What you will see is a 
long lineup of cars waiting to 
News 
what to do 
about classes 
get in to the underground 
parkade. What you may not 
see (if you are like the idiots 
driving the cars) are the two 
or three signs with red 
octagons crossed out. Actu-
ally, the only way you could 
not see them is if you closed 
your eyes. But perhaps you, 
along with all those lined-up 
drivers, cannot make sense of 
basic shapes and colours. 
But this isn't really 
surprising. As of September 
1991, Statistics Canada 
reported that 12% of British 
Columbians are functionally 
illiterate. Broken down a bit 
more, 5% of BC'ers can sign 
their names, but little else. 
The other 7% can pick small 
words out of very basic text 
(like the word "stop," for 
example) and can understand 
words on street signs. What 
this means is that people who 
can both breathe and open 
their eyes at the same time 
can read and understand basic 
words and geometric (g-o-
met-ric) signs. And those 
with even the most basic level 
of education can interpret a 
street sign. Hence, somewhere 
in between the drooling 
morons and the flagrantly 
cancelled, what should you 
do? 
stupid, lie these Douglas 
College students who cannot 
comprehend the obviously 
Mensa level signs which tell 
people not to "stop" on the 
road. How did these poor 
people slip through the 
cracks? 
It's surprising that the 
government issued them a 
driving licence, what with 
them not being able to write 
their own names. But it's not 
like we don't know about the 
already high standards 
employed by the government. 
It just makes the rest of 
the college look bad in the 
eyes of the community. It is a 
disgrace that we cannot 
follow something as simple as 
a street sign instead of 
blocking off an entire street 
because we are too lazy to 
either: 
A) Come to class a little 
earlier to get an underground 
spot or 
B) Park your car at one 
of the two hour blocks along 
Agnes St. and move your car 
after a couple hours until a 
parking space becomes 
available. 
And what looks worse 
cancelled. Alternatively, call 
the College's emergency 
for the rest of us is the 
feeling of degradation when 
extra police have to be called 
in to babysit and make sure 
no one parks on the road. We 
now have to have the law 
brought in to uphold some-
thing so basic. But even 
worse, those squad cars and 
officers could be used some-
where else for real crimes in 
New West. And let's face it, 
there are enough crimes to 
keep them aU more than 
busy. But instead, they have 
to come here and hold the 
hands of a few people with 
the cranial capacity of a 
Grape Nut. 
I sincerely hope that 
each and every person who 
gets caught by the police at 
the New West campus gets a 
huge fine, and gets their car 
towed. Maybe we could try 
proving we're a little more 
mature than the Pinetree 
High School students at David 
Lam. 
• 
phone number at 527-5452 
for the latest update. 
The Other Press reserves 
the right to choose what to 
publish, and what not to 
publish, but usually we print 
everything, unless it is racist, 
sexist or homophobic. If you 
have any quibbles with what 
we choose, maybe you should 
get your lazy butt down here 
and help. No, really. We can 
use the help. 
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tions and Marketing Office. 
If you wake up to snow, 
inclement conditions or a 
power outage one morning 
and don't feel like driving in 
to college from Langley or 
North Vancouver just to find 
your classes have been 
If you think the condi-
tions are so bad that the 
College might be closed, 
check out local radio broad-
casts before you leave home. 
Tune into CBC 690AM, 
CKNW 980AM, CKWX 1130AM, 
CKZZ95.3FM or CFOX 99.3FM, 
to find out if the college is 
closed and if classes are 
Ow.!ler.,~f':!a!'ag e! ... _ 
News 
Parking lot concerns 
How safe is 
your vehicle? 
Annette Martin 
Do you line up along Victoria 
or Lome Streets in New 
Westminster waiting for one 
of the coveted underground 
parking spots to become 
available? Well those conven-
ient parking spaces might not 
be so prized after all. 
"" A Douglas College 
employee, who prefers to 
remain anonymous, has had 
her car broken into three 
times since last September. 
The latest incident occurred 
two weeks ago. 
Each time, the thief has 
gained access to the vehicle 
by popping a window on the 
employee's 1995 Chevrolet 
during the busiest hours of 8 
am and 4 pm. 
The first time it hap-
pened, CDs were stolen from 
the car while it was parked 
on the third level of the 
parking lot, close to the 
doors. The next two break-ins 
occurred while the car was 
T H I N 
parked in different areas of 
the underground lot. 
The thief has gone away 
empty-handed the last two 
times as the employee no 
longer keeps anything of 
value in her car, but she says, 
"It's annoying to have to keep 
replacing the window." 
She reported the second 
incident to the New Westmin-
ster Police, who showed no 
surprise, _and following the 
latest break-in she has 
learned how to replace the car 
window herself. 
Pat Thomasson of 
Facilities says that she has 
heard rumours of break-ins 
but, "if it is happening, it's 
not being reported to us. The 
only incident we know about 
involves this employee." She 
added that since these break-
ins, random, extra security 
patrols of the parking lot 
have been initiated. 
Armando Fernandez, 
Security Supervisor for the 
New Westminster Campus, is 
also unaware of any other 
break-ins or vandalism to 
vehicles parked underground 
at the college or at the 
Carnarvon Street parking lot. 
He related a recent 
incident of a student's car 
being stolen while parked at 
a meter on 8th Street outside 
Subway. "Apparently, the 
student inadvertently left or 
dropped the keys nearby" he 
said. "But no other thefts or 
vandalism have been reported 
to Security." 
"I really feel that 
Security is approachable" he 
continued, "And if anything 
happens to a vehicle, or if a 
student or employee feels 
unsafe on campus, please let 
us know. That's what we're 
here for, and we can't help if 
we don't know about a 
problem." 
Getting into 
a parking lot 
can be a bigger 
problem than 
security. 
Security isn't the only 
problem faced by student 
K c G A. 
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-One of the new Douglas College babys;tters 
parkers. 
Those lineups along 
Victoria and Lome Streets 
may soon be a thing of the 
past as New Westminster 
Police have given notice that 
they intend to step up 
enforcement of the 'No 
stopping' regulations. 
Will this result in a 
posse of moving, circling 
vehicles, waiting vulture-like 
to pounce every time a car 
leaves the lot? Or will the 
college make additional 
parking arrangements? 
AU passes for the 
Carnarvon Street lot were sold 
out at the beginning of the 
semester which leaves few 
choices for those who missed 
out on the passes, or who 
couldn't afford the $80 per 
semester fee. 
As college enrolment 
continues to soar, and public 
transit remains inadequate in 
out-lying areas, many stu-
dents are forced to drive to 
class and must either line up 
for an underground spot, or 
take a chance on being able 
to plug a street meter. 
Meanwhile, many spaces 
on the third level of the 
underground lot, generally 
reserved for pass holders, are 
often unused. Perhaps an 
overhaul of the Douglas 
College parking arrangements 
is in order? 
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Culture 
Augustine (Big Hysteria) 
At the 
Roundhouse 
Community 
Centre Theatre 
Running to 
February 21 
-Jones 
there was no real point in 
continuing the 'revelations' 
with no sense of suspense 
behind them}, while others, 
like the public expoitation of 
the insane, and the parasitic 
relationship between doctor 
and patient, were a little 
fresher. 
in a puzzle piece forest? 
Being a parent, I've seen some 
amazing tantrums, but 
ndthing like the sustained 
contortionisms displayed by 
former dancer Kirsten Robek 
in the title role of Augustine. 
Well, almost nothing. Kids, 
like adults in a nasty situa-
tion, can be pretty alarmingly 
flexible. Which was one of the 
thought provoking aspects 
raised in this account of 
psychosis and the weird ways 
in which it used to be 
treated. 
Tim Matheson's slide 
projections of Robek in 
multiple bizarre (and highly 
self-aware) poses pushed the 
conscious performance aspect 
of physician Jean Martin 
Charcot's young poster child 
for La Grande Hysterie at the 
Salpetriere hospital in the 
late 1880s. Combined with 
the flashbulb cueing 'n' 
wooing, and the giggle 
inducing musical back 
tattoos, the 'playing of the 
patient/performing monkey' 
analogy was exceedingly loud 
and clear. Luckily, the show 
visually transcends the, ah, 
lack of subtlety elsewhere. Or 
perhaps I should say the 
lights, set, and projections 
were so big, bold, and beauti-
ful that I didn't mind the 
repetitive rants all that much 
after all. Who can be grumpy 
Lee Taylor's Professor 
Charcot was perfectly pomp-
ous, a delightfully overbear-
ing P. T. Barnum, orating away 
in the grand old style for the 
amusement, and possibly 
even the enlightenment, of 
the Parisian medical estab-
lishment. Christopher 
Weddell, as Freud, played his 
role of the nervous fledgling 
analyst comparatively qui-
etly, and almost faded behind 
Taylor's bluster and Robek's 
gymnastic dynamism. Not to 
worry, though. Freud's a 
sticky character, not to be 
ousted by a mere ego, much 
less a wounded sexuality, and 
he insinuated himself quite 
smoothly into the proceed-
ings. 
I have to work with these guys? 
Actually, a big ol' slew 
of issues were touched on in 
this production, some of 
which were used too often for 
over-expository head bashing 
(the sexual abuse background 
was evident from the start, so 
Like I said, subtle this 
play isn't. But then again, the 
true story Augustine is based 
on ~n't much on the shy and 
retiring side either. Head on 
down to the Roundhouse and 
see for yourself. The rose 
coloured glasses should 
probably stay at home, but 
you may want to keep your 
tongue in your cheek. 
The Other Sister 
Jen Swanston 
After years of living in the 
closeted environment of a 
special education school, 
Clara Tate (Juliette Lewis} is 
ready to face the real world. 
Unfortunately, her mother 
(Diane Keaton) is not ready 
to let her baby go. The movie 
that follows is a funny, 
touching at times, sad 
tableau of life. 
Juliette Lewis plays the 
mildly retarded girl perfectly 
as she discovers life through 
a child-like wonderment. 
From the triumphs and 
pitfalls of going to a "regu-
lar" school, shopping and 
falling in love, Lewis gives a 
wonderful performance, as 
does Giovanni Ribisi, a fellow 
student at Clara's te+chnical 
school, he too is mildly 
mentally retarded. 
The whole cast seems to 
fit together perfectly in their 
Tom 
roles. Though the story 
seemed to drag a bit in the 
beginning, it picked up about 
two thirds of the way · 
through and kept up the pace 
until the credits rolled at the 
end. 
The Other Sister will be 
open nation-wide on Friday 
February 26, but if you want 
so see a sneak preview stop 
by the Other Press office 
(roomlOW} and pick up a 
double pass for Thursday 
February 25. 
Giovanni Juliette 
Lewis 
Diane 
Keaton Skerritt Ribisi 
A lortll dory 
/t~r tha 
The Other Sister 
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200 Cigarettes 
Jen Swaston 
On February 26, be prepared 
to go to New Year's Eve 1981. 
200 Cigarettes takes place 
during the frantic hours just 
before the new year. The story 
follows several couples and 
groups of friends as 1981 
winds down and 1982 begins. 
There is supposed to be 
a party at Monica's (Martha 
--
Plimpton) apartment, but 
peopJe have yet to show up. 
Even Hillary {Cathrine 
Kellner) who helped organize 
the party has to be bribed 
into staying. What follows is 
the way in which every New 
Year's night unfolds leading 
up the countdown. Best 
friends Lucy (Courtney Love) 
and Kevin (Paul Rudd) start 
looking at each other in a 
Fly to 
london 
for S3·ool 
Now, for a limited 
time, you can fly to 
London for only 
$300 when you 
book selected 
Contiki Europe 
tours. Drop by 
Travel CUTS 
for details. 
Participants must have a 
valid International 
Student ID Card (ISIC). 
Tours must be paid in full 
by March 31, 1999. 
Valid on departures from 
Calgary, Edmonton, and 
Vancouver. Departure 
deadlines apply. 
Additional tours also 
available with flight to 
London for only $599! 
Full details available at 
Travel CUTS. 
ans 
'Plugg~d-in to Stlld~nt 'r'ravel 
SFU 659-2850 OtUID 
567 Seymour St, 659·2830 
120 West Broadway, 659-2887 
Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students 
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new light, Monica's cousin Val 
(Christina Ricci) and her 
friend Stephie (Gabby 
Hofman) lie to their parents 
and leave Long Island to try 
to attend Monica's party. 
Across the city in a local 
nightclub, Eric (Brian 
McCardie), Monica's ex, gets 
dumped by his current 
girlfriend Bridget (Nicole 
Parker) when she decides that 
their bartender (Ben Affleck) 
is cuter. 
Through it all the 
characters ride in a cab driven 
by a man stuck in the seven-
ties played by Dave Chapelle. 
With his unending questions 
and unsolicited advice, 
Chapelle ties the characters 
together as they criss-cross 
the city in search of some-
thing elusive, something they 
themselves aren't even aware 
they are searching for. As 
1981 comes to a close, 
everyone is looking for 
someone to connect to and 
with. AU of their lives are 
woven together and will come 
to a head at Monica's party, if 
they can get there in time. 
For a sneak preview on 
February 25 come by the 
Other Press office and pick up 
passes for 200 Cigarettes. 
"Y;)u see it in Cl lot of people.' Th~J t:;' harder and harder, and want more and more. 
But the jitrther th9' go, the more unhappy th~y are. 
the less at peace th9 are.,. 
How do you find i~ner peace? 
Answers to your questions about life and its 
meaning really do exist. To help you find those 
answers, the Christian churches in your com-
munity are offering you a complimentary booklet 
and CD. These free gifts explain how Jesus 
Christ can bring peace and contentment to your 
life. Power to Change offers you information 
that's worth thinking about. 
YOURS FREE! 
For your free Power to Change booklet and CD, 
call the toll-free number or visit our Web site . 
I Power to Change 
Can Come to You 
call 1.800.990.6393 
www. powertochange. coin 
Coming Back 
by Catriona LeMay Doan 
With millions watching the sao-metre speed-
. .skating event of the 1994 Winter OJympic 
Games, I fell and crashed into a barrier. I was 
devastated. I found myself asking, "Why did this 
happen to me?" Searching for answers, I met 
someone who explained jesus to me: who he was; 
how he could answer my questions. I invited 
jesus to be the Lord of my life. Now there's a 
peace in "9' life. On or off the ice, he's part 
of evt!)thing I do. I took that attitude with me 
to the Nagano Winter OJympics. I knew, no 
matter how I did, J-esus would be there for me. 
When I won the gold medal, I was thrilled. 
But for me, true significance comes from 
my relationship with jesus. 
Sponsorrd ~participating Christian churches inyour communi!)~. 
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Volleyball Supplement 
McCrady is so money and he doesn't even know it 
Adrienne Lindsay what we have to do and we're he replies without hesitation, out of." really interfere with my 
personal life much because 
my personal life is pretty 
much involved in volleyball 
anyway. It does interfere with 
going back home, but that's a 
choice I made. I'd love to go 
back more but it's kinda hard 
with such a busy schedule." 
"I'm not a guy who can just 
sit back and be quiet. That's 
not my style. I have to be 
loud. I have to talk." 
going to play our hearts out." "Team bonding. Getting to Off the court, McCrady 
shows the same intense 
focus, but is surprisingly 
quiet and subdued. Also 
surprising is that volleyball 
isn't the only thing McCrady 
shows a passion for. Cur-
rently a full-time student in 
physical education, McCrady 
talks about becoming a PE 
teacher, and plans to start 
university in the fall to 
continue to work towards his 
degree. 
On the volleyball court 
Daryl McCrady is an intense 
player. AU eyes are drawn to 
him-not so much because 
of his blistering spin serve or 
aggressive net play-but 
because of his unwavering 
focus-on the game at hand. 
It's almost ... scary. 
McCrady is leading the 
attack this year for the 
Douglas College Royals. As 
co-captain along with setter 
Ryan Henley, McCrady is 
slowly getting used to his 
new role on the team. "At 
first I wasn't quite sure how 
it was going to be because 
I've never really had a 
leading role. Last year was 
easy because I could just 
play. I didn't have to worry 
about anything. I'd just leave 
it up to Ken [last yeats 
captain Ken Kleindienst] to 
go bicker at the refs and I'd 
just sit there and laugh 
because he could stay there 
for like ten minutes talking 
away; I would just play. This 
year it's a change. I like it. 
It's something new. It's 
brought more confidence 
towards myself and my 
team." 
Last year, the men's 
volleyball team came in 
second in the province and 
fifth in nationals. But with 
most of their starting lineup 
having left Douglas, this year 
the team has had to work 
harder. However, with the 
provincials just around the 
comer, McCrady is confident. 
"We're going to have to play 
really hard, but I think we1l 
moneyness 
"We've come a long way. 
I mean if you compare our 
first practice to how we play 
now, you wouldn't even know 
it was the same guys. We've 
really gotten to know each 
other this year, and our team 
bonding has really affected 
our play in a positive way." 
He smothers a semi-sarcastic 
laugh. "'t's like a big family." 
When asked what he 
likes most about volleyball, 
Harninder Reel 
Pierre f1orendo 
Nothing beats the kill. 
Sure, aces give you quick 
points, and blocking prevents 
the other team from scoring. 
But it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to do anything 
that overshadows the pure 
satisfaction you get from the 
volleyball hitting the floor 
without so much as a twitch · 
from the opposing team. 
If you want to know 
about kills, talk to Harninder 
Reel. It's her first year here, 
and she's already made the 
Top 10 list for Average kills. 
and these aren't your sneaky, 
well-placed kills. These are 
hard, well-placed kills. She 
plays in power position, 
otherwise referred to as the 
attack position. 
Harninder's athletic 
talents emerged at Richmond 
High, where she played 
volleyball, basketball, Ulti-
mate frisbee, and soccer. 
Richmond High is very 
basketball dominated, so we 
wondered why she chose 
volleyball. 
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"I don't know. Volley-
ball just seemed to appeal to 
me. The influences I had in 
volleyball just made me want 
to play it more. My club 
coach, Sherry Laffling, totally 
changed the wa¥ I looked at 
volleyball. I always used to 
think of it as something to 
do, like basketball. But when 
I got into the club, it opened 
up a whole new door. I didn't 
realize how much I loved it 
until I played for her." Hope 
you future coaches are paying 
attention ... 
We asked about the 
preparations made on game 
day. How does Harninder get 
ready for a game? 
"Well, I go to bed at a 
reasonable hour and when I 
get up, Mom makes me a real 
good breakfast. I relax, 
and-I just recently started 
doing this-go into my 
bedroom, take 10-15 minutes 
and sit there by myself. I 
play The Lion King music 
(instrumental) to relax before 
the game." 
We then asked her 
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know new people every year 
and the bonding you make 
with your teammates. It's 
something you1l always 
remember pretty much. You 
can make pretty good friends 
with sports; just travelling 
you1l never have better 
memories than when you're 
travelling with a team. 
Always something happens on 
a trip that you can remember 
that you just get a chuckle 
"111 probably either go 
to UVic or somewhere in 
Alberta," he muses. "Hope-
fully UVic because it's still in 
BC·and is closer to my family 
and friends." 
Volleyball is not a 
priority. "I want to focus 
more on school right now. 
I'm not ruling out playing in 
university but where I go 
will depend on the quality of 
the Phys. Ed. program more 
than the volleyball team." He 
pauses and smiles. "But I1l 
always play volleyball, even 
if it's just on a club team." 
Does he feet he's 
missed out on anything by 
playing volleyball? Not at all. 
"Going to school and playing 
volleyball has actually 
increased what I have done. 
Like going to San Diego and 
Nationals last year. It was 
Grand Prairie's first time 
hosting Nationals and we 
played them our first game in 
front of 3000 fans. They were 
pounding drums right behind 
you when you're serving-It's 
something that I1l probably 
never experience again even if 
we go to Nationals this year." 
For someone so focused 
on his education, McCrady 
doesn't regret his commit-
ment to the team. "It doesn't 
McCrady graduated from 
George Elliot Senior Second-
ary in Winfield and still 
spends summers working 
there to finance his educa-
tion. 
He does miss home and 
his family, but when asked ·if 
he wants to back there to 
teach, he just smiles. "I want 
to go somewhere hot-like 
Hawaii or something. Actu-
ally I1l go wherever I have to 
for the first while-just to 
get some experience and my 
foot in the door. Then 111 
probably go back to the 
Okanagan-get a house on 
the lake, go fishing, be close 
to my family .. .I could handle 
that." 
As a matter of fact, 
McCrady credits both his 
family and his coaches for the 
success he's had in athletics. 
"I've had good coaches in my 
life. The coaching staff at 
Douglas College is the best 
that I've ever had the chance 
to play with, but I also owe a 
lot to my family. When I 
played hockey my mom would 
be out there cheering with 
bells and horns. Last year at 
provincials [in Kelowna] my 
whole family came out with 
wigs on and signs. It gives 
you a good feeling. It makes 
you want to keep playing-
and playing well." 
Daryl McCrady is a 
totally down-to-earth nice 
guy. Just don't let his oppo-
nents know. 
about her amazing achieve- take us where we want to 
ment this year. How did you go ... " 
pushes DC to win. 
reach Top 10 status? What's Does the team's 
'the secret? . cheer of "1-2- 1 , L~- l j ·, .. --:, ~ --~ 
"' give total credit to 3 (keyword)" ' 1 ~, ..... 1 • , ',) , 
our setters Sabrina have some- J •Yr ! ' 1 [Kaltenbach] and Ashley thing to do · 1 1 
[Todd]. They're by far the with that? l ' , ' 
-/r"•l ~ /~i'!~ best setters I've ever had the "The . ,.r .. / "' 
chance to play with. It's a cheer is to v 
total honour to have them keep our 
because they're smart heads focused "' 
players ... they know where to on the game. 
put the ball. And a lot of When the 
credit goes to the middles, other team 
because when the ball does go scores, teams 
to the outside, the middles have a ten-
draw a blocker away, leaving dency to say 
only one blocker to go up 'well, what are 
against. That makes our jobs you doing 
a whole lot easier. tomorrow 
It's not an individual night?' The 
thing. AU the credit goes to cheer is to 
the players, even the ones on know that 
the bench." we're a team 
On the subject on out there." 
teamwork, we asked her Another 
opinion about the team's reason to go 
strengths. "I think we're a see the 
great passing team. We have a provincials. 
lot of strengths ... [and] our The teamwork 
determination and heart will could be what Reel going for a real hard kill 
Volleyball Supplement 
Ryan Henley in for the Royals 
Tara Legare 
On the sidelines, Ryan Henley 
stands in his warm-up jersey 
beside some of his resting 
teammates. He watches 
intently as the rest of the 
Douglas Royals volleyball 
players set and spike the 
volleyball, losing their serve 
to Prince George. A time out 
is callej and Henley is the 
first to congratulate the 
players, tapping their heads 
or patting their backs as they 
gather around Brian Newman, 
whom he believes is the man 
who will continue to be the 
coach for the national team. 
He smiles as he listens to the 
new strategy, and nods his 
head in quiet approval. After 
the huddle, the game resumes 
until the announcer pro-
claims, "Ryan Henley in for 
the Royals." As number two, 
he sprints onto the court, 
slaps hands with the other 
five players, and prepares 
himself to work his usual 
magic. 
"In high school, I 
played a bit of basketball and 
I was really involved in 
baseball. I played until grade 
twelve. But I became really 
interested in volleyball when 
we made it to the 
provincials," Henley says in a 
reminiscent voice. Henley's 
love of the game exceeded all 
of his expectations. Being on 
that volleyball team while in 
grade nine at New Westmin-
ster Secondary and qualifying 
to play in both the BC 
Summer Games and the 
provincials guaranteed 
Henley's desire to pursue the 
sport. "Volleyball is an 
exciting game made up of 
concentration and skill," he 
states proudly. 
"Henley for the side 
out," echoes through the 
gymnasium. Once again, he is 
aiding his team towards 
another win. In Henley's 
second year of studying 
Physical Education at Douglas 
College, this graceful six foot 
three player was switched 
from being a power hitter to 
a setter. "Being a setter 
allows me to be in control of 
the game," he says. "I used to 
be a catcher in baseball, 
which is a position all about 
control. So, it was an easy 
transition from power hitter." 
Could he be called the star 
setter? No. "There are no stars 
on this team. We aU work 
hard. We're a team made up 
of excellent players, lead by 
the best coach I've ever 
worked with," number two 
insists. 
The Royals have won 
their third game of the set 
and are gathering around 
Coach Newman at their 
bench. They begin to strip 
themselves of sweaty jerseys 
and replace them with 
sweatshirts, remove their 
sneakers and substitute them 
with sandals. Through smiles 
and friendly wrestling, it is 
easy to see that this team has 
Coralie Hiemstra 
Pierre Florendo Coralie has 8 years 
of experience, both indoor 
:J 
become more than a group of 
players. They have become 
comrades. "It's not about just 
one player; we're working to 
build a team. And I think we 
aU believe that," says Henley 
in a relaxed tone, sitting next 
to me in his casual attire. 
The men who play for 
the Douglas Royals are 
beginning to train for their 
next run at the 1999 
provincials. Henley believes 
that without preparing 
yourself mentally for every 
game, there's no chance for a 
win. "There are a lot of 
volleyball players out there, a 
lot of teams, that are physi-
cally fit and ready. But we 
need to be mentally prepared 
if we're going to be ready for 
the provincials," he states, 
glancing around the empty-
ing gymnasium in an attempt 
to locate his friends. Unsure 
of what he wants to do when 
he retires from Douglas, 
HP.nley is thinking about one 
or two years at University. 
But if there is one thing that 
he knows for sure, it's that 
he's having a great time 
where he is. "I think the one 
thing I'll never forget about 
these last two years is the 
friendships and bonds we've 
all made." 
Last year, at eighteen, 
he helped his team earn .. ~ 
trip to the nationals where 
they placed fifth. No one 
knows what is ahead of him 
or where his talents will take 
him. No one can predict for 
have a boyfriend. But I'm 
handling it," she says 
happily. Middle position doesn't 
get a lot of notice, but it is 
arguably the most important. 
Without the middle, kills 
. ·-
Currently, she's 
in General Studies, but 
she's going to transfer. 
would be much, much harder 
to deal with, as the attacker 
· · 'f ·!""' "I'm taking Business 
.: -L tir · courses. I used to has less opposition while up _./ 
near the net. Without the 
1 .,~ ~. ~ ~ want to be a massage 
~ J j- therapist, but I wasn't 
middle, kills would be harder 
to accomplish, since the 
middle is used to "fake" a 
kill, thus drawing a blocker 
away from the real attack. 
Middles run for the "quick 
hits." The combination of 
quick sprints, blocks, and 
saves makes middles the most 
versatile and demanding 
j _.... . , ' t sure, so I didn't want 
to go into it until I 
was sure. I figure 
business is a good 
basis to have for any 
profession." 
position. ~ · . 
Coralie Hiemstra is a 
third year veteran middle for 
the Royals. She went to Earl eel sorry person 
Marriot HS in White Rock. receiving that kill 
While there, she played and beach volleyball. Which 
volleyball, basketball, and one does she prefer? Sur-
soccer. She also went horse- prise-she likes them both. 
back riding. But, she says, "They both have good quali-
"Sports is my life." ties. Indoor has set plays and 
We asked ho.w team feeling. Beach is more 
someone so sports-onented competitive, but more fun 
decided on voll~y~all as her because you're out on the 
sport. She adiiUts 1t was beach and in the sun ... " 
difficult to choose. "It was Between work at De 
tough to choose between Dutch Pannekoek House, 
basketball and volleyball. I school, and volleyball, leisure 
love them both. But my time is very rare. "When I 
basketball coach wasn't very 1 have time, I go to Fitness 
encouraging. In volleyball, World for conditioning. And I 
they were." 
As she is a 
veteran on the team, 
we asked about the 
way she related to 
less-experienced 
players. She admits a 
bit of awkwardness. 
"My first year here was 
so much fun. As I got 
older, I felt old. This year I 
felt like, 'they're so young. 
I'm going to have a hard time 
relating to them ... ' But it's 
good to see the young ones 
come out and develop as a 
team. This year we have a 
new setter-Ashley [Todd]. 
It was a bit of a struggle at 
first, but now me and her are 
definitely connected." 
We asked if she liked 
her position. Why did she 
choose middle? As it turns 
out, "I didn't have a choice in 
sure that he will make a 
living playing his favourite 
sport or if he'll be on a beach 
in Hawaii with a volleyball 
and a pina colada. But what 
everyone who watches him 
play can predict and everyone 
who hears him speak knows is 
that Ryan Henley does 
the sports page, his name will 
become a common association 
with the sport of volleyball. 
To the notion of a life in the 
spotlight, he blushes. And 
with those red cheeks, he 
concludes what has been 
evident since he first stepped 
foot on the court. "Just gear 
I 
7 
Henley orchestrates another attack 
everything with a whole 
heart. He has been told that 
his face will cover the front of 
the matter. But I don't mind. 
In practice I play all posi-
tions, and in beach I'm not 
the worst passer out there. It 
would be fun to be a power or 
an offside, but ... " 
this towards the guys. I'm 
only one person." 
She thanked us for the 
compliment. "Out of the six 
months of our season, we 
spend a lot of the days of the 
week together. Right now, it 
seems that everyone is so 
focused on volleyball. It's 
really nice." 
We wondered how 
Coralie prepared herself for a 
game. Apparently, it's always 
on her mind, even when 
sleeping. "I usually dream 
about it the night before. I 
try and get up very early-
sometimes I have to work 
before a game. I try to eat a 
good breakfast. I visualize 
the game with the right 
music and the right atmos-
phere. When I get to the gym, 
I'm just confident and ready 
to go." 
We asked how far she 
was going to take her game 
and if she would coach. "If 
somebody wanted to recruit 
me south to California to play 
beach [volleyball] for the rest 
of my life, I would do it. [As 
for coaching] I think I would 
be letting people down if I 
didn't coach some team. 
Somebody invested all this 
time and effort into teaching 
me this sport. and eventually 
What does she think I'll have to pass it along to 
the greatest strength of her somebody else. 
team is? Diversity. "In other Would she play one 
teams, you know that this more year? "I don't think so. 
person and that person get I really hope we win and go 
set to the most and can put to the Nationals-it would be 
the ball away, or you should a nice way to finish it 
serve the ball to these people, [Douglas career] off for me. 
they can't pass. With our After that I'll concentrate 
team, I imagine it's kinda more on school, figure out 
scary [to be the opposing what to do with my life. I 
team] sitting in the class- think it's time for me to 
room before a game, watch- move on. The girls are 
ing the whole team be good. getting younger. If I come 
Even the people that come off back next year, it wouldn't 
the bench ai<: very skilled be my team any more, but 
players." who knows?" 
We complemented Come see the 
the team for its teamwork. Provincials-who knows if 
Coralie is coming back? 
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Men's Roster BCCAA Volleyball Schedule 
# HT Name Position 
2 6'2 Ryan Henley Setter 
3 5'9 Henry Chung Setter 
1 6'5 Justin Harder Middle 
8 6'4 Noel Philippot Middle 
9 6'3 Darren Gross Middle 
3 6'1 Michael MacKay Power 
11 5'9 Geoff Beck Setter 
15 6'3 Glen Foster Power 
7 5'11 Shelby Desjarlais Power 
10 6'2 Darryl McCrady Power 
5 ...... 6'2 Chris Ward Power 
Women's Roster 
# HT Name Position 
1 5'11 Coralie Hiemstra Middle 
2 5'7 Rebecca Gares Power 
3 5'7 Harninder Reel Power 
4 5'11 Christine Bonish Middle 
5 5'3 Fanny Lee Offside \Power 
8 5'4 Ashley Todd Setter 
9 5'6 Sabrina Kaltenbach Setter\Offside 
10 5'6 Kirsten Homeniuk Power 
11 6'0 Mary Jean Bayben Middle 
13 5'5 Mel Palmiano Power 
Ticket Prices 
Tickets for the BCCAA 
provincial volleyball cham-
pionships are good for the 
entire day, so you can come 
in the morning and come 
back at night without havin~ 
to pay again. 
Thursday and Friday-
$2.00 per person 
Saturday, Championship 
Matches-$3.00 ·per person 
Laughing to 
the playoffs 
Matt O'Halloran (Malaspina) 
It's the second game of the 
match, with the Malaspina 
Mariners women's volleyball 
team up 12-5 over the 
Langara Falcons, when a soft, 
well placed Langara serve 
bounces off the head of 
Danielle Gaudet, the Mariners' 
setter. Without a doubt, it's a 
point for Langara, and the six 
women on the Malaspina side 
of the court are laughing at 
each other. 
Perhaps comic relief like 
this helps keep things in 
perspective for the otherwise 
spotless Mariners, cruising 
through the BCCAA regular 
season with a perfect match 
record of 16-0. 
Granted, Langara didn't 
go down easily during the 
January 23 Mariners home 
game. They're a strong team 
at the net, and their finesse 
at serving and spiking causes 
a few problems, as Gaudet can 
attest to, but it doesn't stop 
Malaspina from rolling over 
them, 15-3, 15-11, and 15-9. 
Success has become the 
nonn for Malaspina women's 
volleyball. Head coach Rick 
Bevis has three provincial 
titles and a bronze at the 
nationals (1996} in seven 
years with the team, but he's 
not celebrating just yet. 
Bevis says weak compe-
tition in the BCCAA this 
season hasn't enabled his 
10 February 17 1999 
players to find the top of 
their game. Nevertheless, he's 
confident about the team's 
chances for gold at the 
provincials, February18-20, at 
Capitano. 
What Bevis and the 
team don't know, however, is 
how they'll fare against teams 
as good or better than them, 
if they make it to the CCAA 
nationals. He says the team's 
level of intensity will be 
tested at the national level, 
where "Every rally means 
something." To prepare, the 
team has been sharpening its 
focus at "mental skills 
training sessions" after 
practices, which Bevis says 
will continue into the 
playoffs. Also crucial is the 
leadership of players like 
Gaudet, the CCAA November 
player of the month and 
league leader in service aces, 
as well as middle blockers 
Anne Poleman Tuin and Angie 
Nixon. But Gaudet, Nixon, 
and Poleman Tuin won't have 
to do it alone. AU but two of 
their teammates have experi-
ence of some kind at the 
national level. 
Whatever the team goes 
through this spring, it's clear, 
as they laugh their way back 
into the Langara match, 
which they'll go through it 
together. "They're really good 
friends," says Bevis. 
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Friday, February 18 
Match 1-2:00pm Women TWU vs. OUC 
Match 2-4:00pm Men Douglas vs. UCC 
Match 3-6:00pm Women Langara vs. BCIT 
Match 4-8:00pm Men OUC vs. BCIT 
Saturday, February 19 
Fifth-place matches 
Match 5-11:30am Women Loser Match 1 vs. Loser Match 3 
Match 6-11:30am Men Loser Match 2 vs. Loser Match 4 
Semi-Finals, Centre Court . 
Match 7-1:30pm Women Douglas vs. highest seed of match 1 a~d 3 Winner 
Match 8-3:30pm Men Camosun vs. highest seed of match 2 and 4 wm~er 
Match 9-6:00om Women Malaspina vs. lower seed of match 1 and 3 wmner 
Match 10-8:00pm Men TWU vs. lower seed of match 2 and 4 winner 
Saturday, February 20 
Bronze medal matches, Centre Court 
Match 11-1:00pm Women Loser match 7 vs. Loser match 9 
Match 12-3:00pm Men Loser Match 8 vs. Loser match 10 
Gold medal matches, Centre Court 
Match 13-5:30pm Women Winner match 7 vs .. Winner match 9 
Match 14-7:30pm Men Winner match 8 vs. Wmner match 10 
Awards Ceremony 9:30pm 
Sabrina Kaltenbach 
Pierre Florendo can get. I don't really have a Sabrina smiled. 
_____ .;;..._____ day off ... but I'm surviving. "I've played three years. I've 
Sabrin~ currently hol~s [As for what I'm taking at played competitively ~U-year 
3rd place m t~e Top 10 list of Douglas,] I'm in Business round for e1ght years m a 
Average Aces m the BCCAA. Admin. University Transfer. row. I love the sport, but I 
H~r position is ~e~er/ offsi~e I'm trying to transfer into need a break: Having to [put 
hitter, and she 1s m her third SFU this summer." in so much time and] work 
year with the team. With all that stuff everyday ... it's time to give 
Sabrina has been to do, we wondered how she in. But I still have a year of 
very_ busy. She ~ent to Terry prepared herself for the stress eligibili~ left, so you never 
Fox m Port Coqwtlam for her of game days. Sabrina know ... 
high school years with fellow replied "[On game day,] I 
teammates Christine Bonish. relax. I don't eat very 
and Kirsten Homeniuk. While much-! eat three hours 
there, she played basketball before 1 play. When I get to 
up until grade 10. But the gym, I take a long time to 
volleyball was her greatest put on my shoes and chat 
commitment. . with everybody. Warm-up is 
She started playmg intense. Then, you start 
volleybal~ in grade 8, and has going. You think about the 
play~d Wlth a v?lleyball club game all day, especially if it's 
(Ichiban). She literally had an a big game for us." 
aU-year schedule, as school we also wanted to know 
season was September to how as an experienced 
November, while club season plaier, she helped the rook-
was December to August. ies. Sabrina said that it's a 
While travellmg to l:aUtorrua matter of keeping them in 
and Japan ~~h her club, her the game. "You try and keep 
best place firush was second. them focused. I did the same 
"I ne;er ~o.n. But I c~e thing ... you can lose your 
close. Its JUSt frustrating head, not be aware of what's 
when you come second all the going on and get really 
time ... " Sabrina laments. flustered>' 
M~ybe this ex~erie~ce will How long she would 
dnve her to Wln this week- keep playing how far will she 
end? Hmmm... . take her g~e? 
The next thing we Sabrina said simply 
had to know was, with all the ''I'm done." ' 
experience Sabrina had, why WHAT?!?!? 
did she choose Douglas 
College? Her answer was 
surprising. 
"SFU doesn't have a 
very good program-well, it's 
getting better-and I'm not 
good enough to play at UBC 
or get a scholarship some-
where. 
except 
Malaspina, so there was really 
no other choice. None of the 
other colleges were very 
good, and Malaspina is too 
much money for me, so ... " 
Don't think her life 
is all volleyball, though. She 
has to go to school like the 
rest of us. On top of that, 
she's got a job too. 
"I work at the Canadian 
Tire in Port Coquitlam on 
Sundays and any other time I 
0 ' 
After recovering 
from the initial shock, we 
asked if she'd like to coach. 
"Yup. My club coach 
asked me to help coach. I've 
coached camp, and he's asked 
me to take some of his grade 
8's ... I'd like to coach, but I 
have to get my life in order 
first. It's a lot of work. I 
mean, Sue [Sharp] puts in 
more time than we do, she 
has to travel from Mission, 
planning everything." 
We had one more 
question: How did you 
manage to get so many aces? 
Any secret training? Special 
tips? 
"I don't know. They say 
floaters are harder to receive 
then jump serves. I guess 
players are more ready for 
jump serves. Floaters are 
harder, which is what I do." 
If you need a reason 
to come out to the 
Provincials, don't miss your 
chance to see 
Sabrina play. 
You might not 
get another 
chance. 
Culture 
Skylight 
At the Van-
couver Play-
house 
Running to 
February 20 
-Jones 
Blessed witlt a strong 
premise, interesting charac-
ters, and one of the loveliest 
sets I've seen yet, the current 
production of Skylight should 
be a tug-o-war of heart and 
mind. Heart, unfortunately, 
didn't seem to have eaten its 
Wheaties, and refused to even 
touch the rope. I really 
wanted to fully enjoy David 
Hare's tale of past infidelities 
and debate-riddled attempts 
at reconciliation. I just wish 
that the delivery hadn't been 
so emotionally unengaging. 
This is an intelligent 
exploration of two strong-
willed people stuck in the 
fallout from a years-long 
affair, a death, and warring 
ideologies, who happen to 
still be in love (angry, sepa-
rated, and rather bitter, but 
in love nonetheless). So why 
didn't the stinky, steamy 
messiness come across? 
AU three actors suffered 
at crucial points from the 
dread "Hey, that's not a 
spontaneous refutation of 
his/her biting remark, that's 
just a line" disease, empha-
sized by rushed pauses, 
leaving no time for the 
arguments to sink in. 
Gina Wilkinson as Kyra 
played her leftist-lifestyle-
upper-class-upbringing-
emotionally-pretzeled-but-
struggling-to-grow-beyond-it 
former flame as brusque, 
brittle, and overly huffy right 
from the start. Which could 
have worked if there had 
been some development 
beyond her initially gruff 
standpoint, but with the 
exception of some welcome 
co.medic moments, a some-
what forced brush with tears, 
and the surprisingly delight-
ful final scene, Wilkinson 
spent most of her time 
barking defensively. Which, 
to be fair, could be somewhat 
justified by the territorial 
invasion of her East End flat 
by ex-employer/ex-lover Tom, 
and his son Edward, but a 
wider range of reactions may 
have been more convincing. 
Terence Kelly, as Tom, 
had some of the best zingers 
in the script, and delivered 
these beautifully, but his few 
"just a line" moments jarred 
all the more in his otherwise 
strong performance. Haig 
Sutherland's Edward, serving 
more as an introductory 
catalyst for the other two 
debaters rather than a fully 
fledged world 'o' pain of his 
own, was for the most part 
refreshingly light, although 
he too had a couple of false 
moments. 
Then again, who knows, 
I could be missing something. 
Maybe director Bill Dow is 
shooting for some crazy post-
modernist theatrical self-
awareness thing. Maybe it's 
an experiment in timing. I 
dunno, but I found it odd 
that everybody did the same 
thing. Go figure. 
Ach. So it didn't push 
all my buttons. So the second 
act had me zoning out 
periodically. It's still better 
than most of the crap on TV. 
Besides, how often does one 
get to see props eaten 
onstage? 
If you're . · 
concerned 
about the 
Year 2000 
Bug ... 
No one has 
all the answers. 
But we can help. 
Your computer 
When the year 2000 rolls around, your 
personal computer could get confused. 
It could start to read the year 2000 as 
the year 1900. Essentially, that's the 
Millennium Bug. Lots of other electronic 
devices could catch it too, but your 
computer is the most vulnerable. 
Hardware, software, operating systems, 
data - all could be affected. So could 
printers, modems, and scanners. We 
can show you how to test your computer 
for possible Year 2000 difficulties. And 
we can help you to find out which 
products and suppliers are Bug-free. 
Your finances 
Canada's banks, other deposit-taking 
institutions and related organizations 
such as VISA, MasterCard, and the 
lnterac Association expect to have their 
technology fully prepared. They are 
developing back-up systems and contin-
gency plans to deal with any unforeseen 
events. If you have questions, you 
should contact your financial institution. 
Your household appliances 
You probably don't have to worry about 
your appliances. The Bug will hit only 
those that depend on dates to work 
properly. If you can unplug an appliance 
and then turn it back on without 
having to reset anything, it should be OK. 
None of your equipment should 
stop working altogether. But timing 
devices could be a problem on some 
VCRs, fax m~chines, security alarms, 
digital thermostats, answering machines, 
and video and digital cameras. We can 
help you to get Year 2000 information 
supplied by appliance retailers and 
manufacturers. 
Your car 
Manufacturers say it is highly unlikely 
that the Bug will cause car problems. 
We can show you what several of the 
major car manufacturers have to say 
about the Bug and their products. 
Don't wait until you have a problem 
to begin finding out about the Year 
2000 Bug. Start now! Watch for 
the Millennium Bug Homecheck 
guide in your mailbox. For more 
information call: 
1-800-270-8220 
TTY: 1-800-465-77·35 
Or visit us at: 
www.canada.gc.ca 
Canada 
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Library to be renamed Contest!!! 
Donor Wall 
announcement 
at David Lam 
Campus 
Annette Martin 
This Thursday, the largest 
donation that Douglas College 
has ever received from an 
individual donor will be 
informally recognized at a 
ceremony to unveil the Donor 
Wall at the David Lam Cam-
pus. 
The Douglas College 
Foundation has received 
$250,000 from Mr. Bill 
Hughes, former broadcaster 
with CKNW radio, and host of 
the Roving Mike Show, which 
was often broadcast live from 
the Royal Avenue Campus. 
Hughes has given his 
time to many causes and has 
been a member of the Douglas 
College Foundation for over 
10 years. He believes passion-
ately that society should 
support students who need 
financial assistance, and 
while broadcasting his live 
radio shows he often talked 
to students about their 
educational goals and the 
financial barriers they faced. 
In recognition of 
Hughes' generous donation, 
and in keeping with a policy 
of offering donors naming 
opportunities, the library 
situated at the New Westmin-
ster Campus is to be renamed, 
"The Bill Hughes Family 
Library." 
The Douglas College 
Foundation's fundraising 
campaign, "Building on 
Excellence" has focused on 
raising money and creating 
partnerships to help the 
college with a budget short-
fall for the David Lam build-
ing. However, many of the 
gifts and partnerships have 
benefited the college as a 
whole, and as Bill Hughes 
stated that his association 
was in New Westminster, it 
was decided to offer him an 
opportunity for recognition 
focused on the Royal Avenue 
Campus. 
A more formal ceremony 
recognizing the new library 
name will occur at the New 
Westminster Campus later 
this spring when a date has 
been set. 
Want to win 4 tickets to the Canucks game on February 
26? Then answer the question below, fill out the required 
bio information and return this form to the Other Press 
office, room 1020. Contest closes Monday, February 22. 
Winner will be contacted by phone. 
~o won the first game in Maple Leaf Gardens? 
Name: _______ _ 
Student#: ______ _ 
Phone#: ______ _ 
Douglas Student Union AGM loses quorum 
Corene McKay 
"I'm going to rip my arm off 
and beat myself with it, 
that's how bored I am," 
complained someone sitting 
behind me. We were attending 
the Douglas Student Union's 
Annual General Meeting 
(AGM). As reflected by the 
comment above, these 
meetings can cover rather dry 
material. On the agenda last 
week was an overview of 
executive reports, the 
ombudsperson report, ap-
proval of past minutes, the 
acceptance of the 96/97 
audit, appointment of audi-
tors, constitution and bylaw 
changes, motions referred by 
the Representative Commit-
tee, and policy changes. 
The reports detail the 
enormous amount of work 
done by the student union, 
and give updates on future 
plans. If you've ever wondered 
what the student union 
actually does, pick up copies 
for yourself at the Student 
Union Office next time you're 
in the student building. The 
minutes, draft audit, and 
auditor were aU accepted 
without incident. 
The biggest change in 
the proposed new constitu-
tion and bylaws involves a 
restructuring of the Repre-
sentative Committee. If 
passed, the committee will 
include: Executive Officers, 
comprised of an External 
Affairs Coordinator, Treasurer, 
Internal Affairs Coordinator, 
and a College Relations 
Coordinator; Representatives, 
consisting of a Thomas Haney 
Campus representative, David 
Lam Campus representative, 
and three members at large; 
and Constituency Liaisons, 
consisting of a Women's 
liaison, Pride liaison, Aborigi-
nal Students' liaison, and a 
Disabled Students' liaison. At 
present, 31 out of the 37 
people on the Representative 
Committee are Representa-
tives (most of these represent 
departments, for example 
there are reps for Theatre, 
University Transfer, and 
Physical Education). The 
changes will streamline the 
committee to thirteen people. 
University Transfer rep 
Nichole Okum says she has 
mixed feelings about the 
proposed changes. "I think 
having less people more 
committed will be benefi-
cial," she added. 
Debate at the meeting 
did not centre on the pros 
and cons of these changes, 
however, but rather on 
whether the liaisons 
should be representatives 
(with more hours), and on 
whether these liaisons 
should elected by the 
general student popula-
tion, and not just by their 
constituent groups. These 
amendments did not pass. 
The meeting lost 
quorum before the new 
constitution and bylaws 
could be voted on, and 
despite a frantic attempt 
by the DSU executives to 
get people back into the 
room, the meeting had to 
end unfinished. 
Douglas Student 
Union AGMs have chronic 
difficulties achieving 
quorum (a whopping 75 
students out of 10,000 
must be present in order 
for the meeting to pro-
ceed). However, although 
aU students have paid their 
society fees ($36.63 for 
nine credits), and have a 
vote at the meeting, few 
seem to want to check up 
on how this money is 
spent. The last AGM was 
held April14, 1997. 
Another was attempted 
August 6, 1998, but 
quorum was not achieved. 
One problem is the 
short time most students 
spend at Douglas. A Print 
Futures student explains 
his absence from the 
meeting: "With the speed 
that the DSU makes decisions, 
I feel that any decision that I 
was involved in making would 
not affect me, but students 
four years after I have left 
Douglas." 
The meetings tend be 
mainly made up of student 
athletes, who are encouraged 
to attend by their depart-
ment. "Because we get an 
athletic fee, they have a civic 
responsibility to support the 
student society," Director for 
the Centre of Sport Recrea-
tion and Wellness, Lou Rene 
Legge, explains. Although 
athletes' presence at the 
meeting is not mandatory, 
their attendance is recorded. 
However, their presence does 
not seem to be enough. 
To help get essential 
business passed, the DSU is 
taking some extreme meas-
ures to ensure quorum at the 
next meeting. AU in attend-
ance will be given a free 
dinner at a barbecue follow-
ing the meeting, and door 
prizes will be given out. If 
you wish to have a say in how 
the union will serve students 
now and in the future, the 
meeting is 4-6pm Thursday 
February 25, 1999, in room 
2201-bring your student 
card. 
NOTICE To ALL sTUDENTs 
REGARDING 
ELECTIONS TO THE COLLEGE BOARD AND EDUCATION COUNCIL 
Elections to the College Board and Education Council will be taking 
place at the end of March. This notice is to advise all students regarding the 
Nomination Process. There are 2 positions for the College Board and 4 posi-
tions for the Education Council. The term of office is ONE year commencing 
September 1, 1999 and ending August 31, 2000. 
Nominations for all positions must be RECEIVED by the Registrar at the 
New Westminster campus no later than 4:00p.m. February 26, 1999. Nomi-
nation forms are available at the Registrar's Office and at the Student Soci-
ety Office at all campuses. 
Elections are being conducted for the College Board to fill ONE seat for 
female students and ONE seat for male students. 
Elections are being conducted for Education Council to fill ONE seat for 
student attending at the Thomas Haney Centre, ONE seat for students at-
tending at the David Lam Campus, and TWO seats for students attending at 
New Westminster. 
For more information please contact the Registrar, Trish Angus, at 527-
5358. 
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Sports 
Hope against all odds 
Last season, the men's 
volleyball team took horne 
provincial gold and placed 
fifth at the nationals, but 
this season they don't have 
two aU-Canadians to hand the 
game over to. 
If Ken Kilpatrick and 
Ken Kleindienst were still 
around, the Royals would be 
walking through the 
provincials and a second 
consecutive berth in the 
nationals. Unfortunately for 
Douglas, neither of these 
former stars is still with the 
team, forcing Douglas to go 
with an almost star-free, 
albeit more team-centred 
approach. 
Moving Ryan Henley 
from power hitter to setter 
was a stroke of genius for 
coach Brian Newman, who 
now lets his best player touch 
the ball every offensive 
possession instead of every 
third or fourth. 
Darryl McCrady tore up 
the BCCAA this year, ranking 
in the top 10 in the province 
in both kills and aces per 
game. His consistency is a 
major factor in the Royals' 
success and will be a key 
component of their run for 
provincial gold. 
In the middle, DC will 
tum to Justin Harder, Noel 
Philippot and Darren Gross to 
stuff the opposition and 
provide offense at the centre 
of the net. If Douglas is to 
have a hope for any medals, 
its blockers must come 
through. 
While they might not 
have as much talent as last 
year, Douglas also has heart 
to go with its athleticism. 
Their late season match 
against UCC from Kamloops, 
proved that this team does 
not go down easily, as they 
bit and clawed back from 
huge deficits twice, eventu-
ally winning the match 3-1. 
The Royals should easily 
win their first match, but 
getting past the semis, where 
they'll face either Camosun or 
Trinity Western, will be the 
team's sternest challenge. If 
they survive the second 
round, they should take the 
gold and walk on to the 
nationals laughing. 
No repeats 
Last season, the women's 
volleyball team rolled 
through the regular season 
and went to the provincials as 
the tournament favourite. A 
stunning five game loss to 
the Okanagon Lakers in the 
gold medal match denied the 
Royals a trip to Sherbrooke 
and the national champion-
ships. This year, going in as 
the underdog, Douglas is 
looking to wash away the 
bitter taste of last year and 
book their tickets to Quebec 
for the nationals in March. 
By all accounts, the DC 
women's volleyball team has 
had an awesome year. Unfor-
tunately, the Malaspina 
Mariners (see, "Laughing 
their way to the playoffs") 
decided to have an even 
better year, not losing a 
single game all season until 
the Royals took two from 
them two weeks ago in 
Nanairno. Being the second 
seed in this year's tourna-
ment should help the Royals, 
who couldn't take their top 
ranking all the way last year. 
Douglas' strength this 
year, as it was last year, is in 
the middle. However, instead 
of only having one option, 
Vesna Ruk4vina, to rely on to 
block shots and punch holes 
through the opposition's 
front wall, the Royals can 
tum to Christine Bonish, last 
year's DC rookie of the year, 
and Coralie Hiemstra, who has 
rebounded from an off year 
last season to become totally 
dominant from the opening 
serve of this campaign. If 
Douglas plans to be repre-
senting BC at the nationals 
this year, these two need to 
be on top of their games all 
weekend long. 
On the outside, the 
Royals have Harninder Reel, a 
superior power hitter, who 
can dent the floor with her 
crushing attacks. Reel is only 
a rookie, so DC will have to 
spread the ball around a 
little, once the opposition 
begins concentrating on the 
Royals' rising star. Bearing 
the brunt of that load will be 
third-year hitter Kirsten 
Horneniuk and another 
rookie, Rebecca Gares; how 
they perform will be key to 
the Royals' chance for gold. 
Douglas should be 
playing in the final match on 
Saturday night, probably 
facing Malaspina for the right 
to go to Sherbrooke and the 
nationals, only this time, 
don't look for them to come 
horne with long faces. 
COQUITLAM CENTRE 
14 
St~rvir1 
0 
tJ1tArs 
Mt~.r4 
To make life a little easier, Coquitlam Centre 
is offering Douglas College students, staff and 
faculty a 'student discount shopping night'. 
Just show your student 10 card to participating retailers when 
you shop the first Thursday of each month from 5 pm to 9 pm. 
List of participating stores available at Customer Service, South Mall. 
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making Lite a Li-t-tle eaa ier 
464 8357 
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Look for these Savings 
and much more! 
HMV 10% off 
Poster Plaza I 0% off regular priced 
merchandise 
The Oak & Brass Room 10% off 
ProSystems Beauty Centre 20% off 
Gourmet Muffins 'n More 10% off 
The Pantry Restaurant 25% off regular priced 
menu items 
Kerrisdale Camera I 0% off selected items 
Park Avenue 10% off 
Cheesesteaks Plus 10% off 
Cartunes Sound & Cellular 10% off 
Versailles Jewellers No GST or PST, 
excludes sale items 
Pet Habitat 10% off 
B.B. ~atch Service 10% off 
Le Chateau I 0% off regular priced 
merchandise 
Discounts not valid with any other promotions. Offen good at Coquidam Ctntrt on~. 
ce for the crown 
MP MW ML GW 
16 16 0 48 
16 13 3 43 
16 10 6 34 
16 9 7 33 
16 9 7 34 
16 5 11 21 
16 5 11 22 
16 3 13 12 
16 2 14 18 
MP MW ML GW 
16 15 1 47 
16 14 2 46 
16 11 5 33 
16 10 6 36 
16 8 8 29 
16 7 9 29 
16 4 12 18 
16 3 13 13 
16 0 16 3 
Basketball GP w L Pis. 
College Falcons 15 13 2 26 
yalley (UCFV) Cascades 14 12 2 24 
Mariners 14 12 2 24 
Spartans 14 9 5 18 
(UCC) Sun Demons 15 9 6 18 
(OUC) Lakers 14 7 7 14 
College Blues 15 4 11 8 
College Royals 14 3 11 6 
College Chargers 14 2 12 4 
Kodiaks 15 1 14 2 
~ Basketball GP w L Pts. 
College Royals 12 10 2 20 
Mariners 12 9 3 18 
College Falcons 13 8 5 16 
Valley (UCFV) Cascades 13 8 5 16 
o (UCC} Sun Demons 14 6 8 12 
Spartans 12 5 7 10 
College Blues 13 5 8 10 
(OUC) Lakers 13 4 9 8 
College Chargers 12 2 10 4 
GL Pts. 
2 32 
13 26 
24 20 
28 18 
32 18 
38 10 
39 10 
44 6 
45 4 
GL Pts. 
8 30 
9 28 
22 22• 
25 20 
30 16 
30 14 
40 8 
42 6 
48 0 
National Volleyball Ranlcings 
Men 
1. Mount Royal Cougars (AB (1) 
2. Red Deer Kings (AB) (4} 
3. Trinity Western Spartans (BC} (6} 
4. Montmorency Nomades (QC) (3} 
5. Grande Prairie Wolves (AB) (5} 
6. Camosun Chargers (BC) (2} 
7. Limoilou Titans (QC) (7} 
8. Humber Hawks (ON) (8} 
9. SAlT Trojans (AB) (9} 
10. Loyalist Lancers (ON) (10} 
11. Jonquiere Gaillards (QC) (11} 
12. Douglas Royals (BC) {12) 
13. Algonquin Thunder (ON) (13} 
14. Niagara Knights (ON) (14} 
15. UNBSJ Seawolves (AC) (15} 
Dropping Out 
None 
National Basketball Ranlcings 
Men 
1. Dawson Blues (QC) (2} 
2. Sheridan Bruins (ON) (3} 
3. Langara Falcons (BC) (1) 
4. Montmorency Nomades (QC) (5} 
5. Fraser Valley Cascades (BC) (6} 
6. Humber Hawks (ON) (4} 
7. Grant MacEwan Griffins (AB) (7} 
8. Algonquin Thunder (ON} (8} 
9. Malaspina Mariners (BC) (10} 
10. SAlT Trojans (AB) (9} 
11. St. Clair Saints ( 13) 
12. Trinity Western Spartans (BC) (11) 
13. Mount St. Vincent Mystics (AC) (12) 
14. George Brown Grizzlies (ON) (14} 
15. UNSBJ Seawolves (AC) (NR) 
Dropping Out 
Mount Royal Cougars (AB) 
The Douglas Collage Vision Centre offers 30-50% savings 
for Douglas College students, employees & their families. 
Outstanding service, too. 
David Lam Campus, 1250 Pinetree Way, Coquitlam 
Monday-Friday, 9:3Qam-5pm 
Call us at 527-5824 
Douglas College Vision Centre 
Alfred Sung Roots Flexon Bugle Boy Dakota Smith Lauren Hutton 
Women 
1. Sherbrooke Volontaires (QC) (1} 
2. Beauce-Appalaches Condors (QC) (2} 
3. Red Deer Queens (AB) (4} 
4. Grande Prairie Wolves (AB} (3} 
5. Malaspina Mariners (BC) (5} 
6. Humber Hawks (ON} (6} 
7. Grant MacEwan Griffins (AB) (7} 
8. F.-X.-Gameau tlans (QC) (8} 
9. Douglas Royals (BC) (9) 
10. Seneca Sting (ON) (10} 
11. Ste.-Anne Dragons (AC} (11} 
12. Trinity Western Spartans (BC) (12} 
13. Mount Royal Cougars (AB) (13} 
14. Algonquin Thunder (ON} (N5} 
15. Durham Lady Lords (ON) (14} 
Dropping Out 
None 
AC-Atlantic Canada, QC-Quebec, ON-Ontario, • 
AB-Alberta, BC-British Columbia 
( ) Previous Ranking, NR-Not ranked previously 
National Rankings as of February 9 
Women 
1. Humber Hawks (ON} (1) 
2. Montmorency Nomades (QC) (2) 
3. SAlT Trojans (AB) (3} 
4. Douglas Royals (BC) ( 4) 
5. NSAC Rams (AC) (6} 
6. Mount Royal Cougars (AB) (7} 
7. Fanshawe Falcons (ON) (8} 
8. Langara Falcons (BC} (12) 
9. Grant MacEwan Griffins (AB} (11} 
10. Malaspina Mariners (BC) (5} 
11. King's Blue Devils (AC} (13} 
12. Sainte-Foy Dynamiques (QC) (10} 
13. Fraser Valley Cascades (BC} (15} 
14. Edouard Mountpetit Lynx (QC) (9} 
15. Mohawk Mountaineers (ON) (14) 
Dropping Out 
None 
AC-Atlantic Canada, QC-Quebec, ON-Ontario, 
AB-Alberta, BC-British Columbia 
( ) Previous Ranking, NR-Not ranked previously 
National Rankings as of February 9 
Student 1pecial 
10% off with 
Douglas College ID 
7 4 Eighth Street 
New Westminster, BC 
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Sports 
Upcoming Games 
Friday, Februcuy 19 
Basketball @ New West 
Vs. CapUano 
Women @ 6pm Men @ 8pm 
Get in free with student ID 
Saturday, Februcuy 20 
Basketball @ New West 
Vs. Langara 
Women @ 6pm Men @ 8pm 
Last home games of the year 
Support your Royals! 
DIIIIIIIIIDIIIIICS ·lfll'lllllt lnllllS 
cqrtc tlal)C0)<.1 ~SOT)S Sport Shorts 
new west CAmpUs 
IIP'III 
Every Monday and Thursday 
From 2-3:30 pm 
Room 1318 
From March 15 to April 26 
....... 
Every Tuesday and Thursday 
rom 7-8:30 pm 
Room 1318 
From March 16 to April 26 
Students: $48 Drop in $5 
Staff: $60 Drop in $6 
General: $12 Drop in $7 
fl'€€ S€SSf01) 
Mar. 8 2-3:30 pm 
l>Am lAm CAmpUS 
From 
IIIII RIII 
Every Monday 
From 5:30-7 pm 
Gym 3 
March 15 to April1 
....... 
Every Thursday 
From 2-3:30 pm 
In the aerobics room 
From March 25 to April 29 
Basketball: Friday, the 
women's team took on the 
Okanagan Lakers, defeating 
them 73-63. Audrey Curran 
had a huge double-double, 
recording 16 points and 19 
rebounds and Carrie Rogers 
chipped in 13 points and 9 
rebounds to lead the Royals' 
attack. Saturday, DC suffered 
its first road loss of the year, 
69-66 to UCFV in Abbotsford. 
Rogers nearly scored half of 
the Royals points, recording 
30 and 8, rebounds and 
Tammy Neufeld was the other 
._ leading scorer with 11 and 4 
.,.. rebounds. 
Students: $24 Drop in $5 Friday, the men's woes 
Staff: $30 Drop in $6 continued as they fell 82-61 
to the OUC Lakers. Aaron General: $3 6 Drop in $7 
fR€€ S€SSf01) 
Mar. 8 5:30-7pm 
Frampton was a force, scoring 
26 points and grabbing 10 
rebounds as Danny Elliot 
dropped 18 points in a losing 
effort. Saturday, the men's 
team suffered its second 20 
point loss of the weekend, 
81-61 to UCFV in Abbotsford. L---------------------------------' Kevin Hobbs and Danny Elliot 
Classifieds 
Lost or drop-in Wed-Sat 6prn-11prn at 
Heavy silver and gold bracelet. A 830-Sixth Street. Ask for Izzy. 
gift from my children. please Burnaby Volunteer Centre 
call 936-2073 or tum into the has volunteer opportunities in 
College Security desk. Thank many areas. Contact the Burnaby 
you. Volunteer Centre at 294-5533. Volunteer positions are Accomodations available to any youth inter-
For Rent: Large modem ground ested in coordinating an 
level suite in executive Port international wheelchair tennis 
Moody horne. Private entrance. festival. Positions are available 
Ideal for student. Non-smoking, for PR, food preparations, 
No pets. $600 including utilities recruiting volunteers, etc. This 
and cable. 961-5559. festival witt take place in August 
For Sale 1999. CaU Allegra @ 836.8802 
Snowboard and speakers for sale. for more details. 
K2, fat bob, 149inches w/Oxygen Women volunteers 
bindings and Aigner UPS needed for the Vancouver Rape 
hardshell boots, size 11 $200 Relief & Women's Shelter. 
obo. 2x10 Cerwin-Vega subs, Interested in volunteering for $100 takes them. Jason 515- our: 24 hour crisis line, transi-
4049. tion house for women and their 
I am selling a Raven 24 children. Training sessions 
pin dot matrix printer. It prints Tuesday evenings. For more 
in black and white. "Book and information and for a training 
cables are included. $25 obo. interview call 872-8212. 
Call Jenn @ 313-4030 leave a Vancouver Crisis Centre 
message. urgently needs volunteers to 
Large freezer for sale, work on 24 hour distress lines. 
good working condition. $100 or Those interested call872-1811. 
best offer, removal charges for Services the purchaser's account. Corne Grab your sweetheart an Online 
see it, Activities Room 317, Valentine for Valentine's Day. Centre for Sport, Recreation and Supersweet, Semi-sweet, Wellness. Sweeter-than-cherry-pah! Mike Vobutteer Opportunities 805-6921. 
Volunteer at the New West Youth Students-VISA/ 
Centre and make a difference in Mastercard that can pay itself 
the life of a teen. Call 526-1938 off-even make you $$$. Sound 
16 February 17 1999 the' Other Press 
too good to be true? Find out for 
yourself! CaU 450-0416 for 
more .... 
Ace the LSAT! Law school 
admission test preparation 
course. 4 Saturdays, Nov 7, 14, 
21 & 28, 1998. Only $275. New 
Westminster campus. For more 
info caU: 527-5446, to register, 
call: 527-5472. Offered through 
Continuing Education, Commerce 
and Business Administration. 
IMPROVE YOUR ENGUSH 
CONVERSATION. Experienced and 
certified ESL Canadian teacher. 
Learn vocabulary, idioms, 
phrases and pronunciation. 
Group Lessons: 1-4 students, 2-3 
hours, 2-4 days, 4 weeks $300 
each. Private Lessons: $20.00/hr. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Call 
Mr. Joe Pelech at 524-8841. 
Learn Japanese: Expect 
results from certified Japanese 
teachers! Days - Evenings -
Weekends, Shibano Academy, 
#201-601 W. Broadway, 351-
5830/738-1235 Fax: 738-1231. 
Patient Mandarin tutor 
available. Able to communicate 
in English without Mandarin 
accent and vice versa. Flexible 
rates. Contact Johnson Tai at OP 
(room 1020) 525-3542 or home 
521-3467. 
Infant care by ECE morn 
ft/pt days/evenings. Near 
Douglas College. Jan, after 6 pm 
524-5933. 
were the leaders on offense 
for the Royals, notching 18 
and 17 points respectively. 
Vo\\eyba\1: The women's team 
began wrapping up their 
season last Friday, with a 15-
11, 15-12, 15-9 beating of 
Langara. Christine Homeniuk 
and Harninder Reel reached 
Personals 
Hot glkg smooth/athletic GW 
dude 24 iso kewl guys in their 
early twenties, glkg, smooth in-
shape, athletic, jock types (bi, 
curious, straight, gay, OK!) to 
connect for mutual hot safe 
times. Reply box 1001 c\o the 
Other Press. 
Announcements 
Female clothing needed for 
charity in Cuba. Please drop off 
items at the Student Society 
Business Office in the Student 
Building. 
Afraid of speaking in 
public? Corne to Douglas College 
Toastmasters, 7prn Thursdays, 
Douglas College, New Westmin-
ster, call Kathy at 525-6748 for 
info. 
The Douglas College 
Student Society is a great hang-
out for students but it needs 
input from its membership. I am 
looking for interested parties to 
help spruce up the Student 
Building. If you can paint murals 
or know of a keen way to make 
the DCSS more fun and inviting, 
please caU Darryl Flasch at 527-
5109. 
Wanted: Students of all 
ages, origins, genders and 
sexualities, to join the Pride 
Collective. Must be queer-
friendly! Meetings 4:30 prn 
Mondays in Room 110 of the 
Student Society Building. e-mail: 
double figures in kills, 
recording 15 and 12 each. 
Saturday, the women's team 
wrapped up their season by 
whipping Capitano 15-9, 15-
7, 15-5. Christine Bonish had 
15 kills and Kirsten 
Homeniuk had 9 for the 
Royals, who are seeded second 
going into this weekend's 
provincial championships. 
The men's team also enjoyed 
success on Friday, defeating 
Langara 3-0 behind Chris 
Ward's 15 kills and Darren 
Gross' 12. The men's team 
climbed up one seed to 
fourth on Saturday, with a 
15-3, 15-8, 15-6 thrashing of 
CapUano. Darren Gross had 10 
kills and 1 ace and Mike 
McKay had 9 kills and 3 aces 
for the Royals who will play 
Cariboo College from 
Kamloops on Thursday in the 
opening round of the 
provincials. 
e@dcss.douglas.bc.ca confiden-
tial voicernail: 527-5474 ext 
4550. 
Perpetually in need of 
qualified volunteers, Douglas 
College's student newspaper, the 
Other Press, welcomes writers, 
wannabe writers, designers and 
anarchists. We also accept cash. 
Donations, however, are not tax 
deductable. Head to room 1020, 
let the first person you run into 
know what you're most capable 
of doing, we'll teach you the 
rest. 
Queer Supplement 
Andrew's coming out story 
Andrew Carroll 
"Mom, I'm gay". It has been 
over five years since I said 
these words to my mother 
one August evening, although 
it feels like longer. The road 
to this point was long; the 
road from it will be even 
longer. 
I've always felt different 
from other kids. The suburbs, 
especially Surrey, don't offer 
protection to those who don't 
fit the white heterosexual 
definition of normal. I didn't 
quite fit in at elementary 
school and life was made 
more difficult because of my 
learning disability. I knew I 
was fascinated with the male 
physique, while I had abso-
lutely no interest in females 
except for friendships. As I 
grew and reached the age of 
puberty (11/12 years old), 
my awareness of queer 
sexuality far outweighed my 
knowledge of what 
heterosexuals do in bed. You 
might think then it would be 
easier for me then, right? 
Well, not quite. Homo-
phobia stood in my way. As 
soon as I self-labelled myself 
as gay, the closet door 
slammed in my face and 
darkness surrounded me. I 
cried when I first whispered 
the words "I'm gay" to 
myself. 
From that point on, I 
went into the closet and 
denial set in. It would be 
three years until I was finally 
able to accept my sexual 
orientation, yet I knew I 
could not tell anyone. Life 
during my teen years was not 
good. To deal with keeping 
this massive secret, I ate, and 
ate, and ate some more. My 
increasing weight problem 
made me more of an outsider. 
This problem was cyclical. AU 
the positive images of gay 
men were healthy, muscular, 
and attractive; I wasn't or 
that's what I thought. My 
physical appearance, I 
thought, made me an out-
sider to the queer community 
as well and the vicious cycle 
continued. 
I never once dated girls, 
even when girls flirted with 
me. I simply knew I was queer 
and to try to be something 
else would be destructive. 
Sometime around 1992 I 
discovered queer media 
resources. My queer 
politicisation had begun and 
the breaking point was in 
view. I could not stay alone 
and silent; I needed my 
community. 
It was the summer of 
1993 -the summer between 
Junior High and Senior High. 
Revolutions often 
begin in summer 
and mine was no 
exception. Emotions 
ran high inside of 
me. I didn't know 
what to do. I needed 
to get downtown to 
a youth group that 
met Fridays, yet how 
would I get out of 
the house? I 
couldn't lie to my 
mother. My father 
was working out of 
town at the time, a 
perfect opportunity 
to drop the news to 
my mother. My 
mother was the least 
homophobic person 
in my family, or 
that's what I 
thought. The time 
had come after 
dinner one night 
when it was just my 
mother and me. I sat 
her down and said 
the words. 
My mother 
freaked. It doesn't 
help when you're 
not prepared your-
self. My mother 
forbade me to go to 
the GLC (now The 
Centre) because she 
didn't want me to 
hang around "those 
people.,. The next 
few days were 
difficult. They were filled 
with the typical questions 
and comments. Did I make 
you this my? How do you 
know you're gay? and It's just 
a phase. The next morning my 
mother phoned the doctor 
and dragged me out of bed to 
see her. The doctor told my 
mother that there was 
absolutely nothing wrong 
with me and assured my 
mother that 10% of parents 
will go through the same 
experience. The doctor's 
answer, I believe, didn't 
satisfy my mother. She took 
me to a counsellor who 
worked with child molesters 
and offered to "change me." 
Fortunately, I was smart and 
strong enough to refuse the 
offer. 
She finally let me go to 
the GLC youth group the next 
Friday. However, I got lost 
trying to find the centre and 
gave up. School would begin 
soon and it was another big 
change in my life. 
I don't remember much 
about my first day of Grade 
11, but one student stuck out 
in my mind. I remember 
walking into my English class 
and seeing an attractive 
young man in my class. His 
hair was bleached blond and 
difficulties which she faced. 
had a very queer looking The rest of high school 
caesar cut. My "gaydar" went by with day after day of 
immediately went off. I paid loneliness and pain. I was 
attention to names as we still not a happy teen. 
introduced ourselves. Homophobia and blatant 
Ryan was the only semi- heterosexism were rampant in 
out person I knew in high my high school. It festered as 
school and it was a great much as racism and sexism, 
comfort to know that I was but with official encourage-
not alone. I made an effort to ment from teachers and 
get to know Ryan as much as harassment policies which 
possible but h_igh school was ignored sexual orientation. 
not good to him. He was My first boyfriend also faced 
oppressed even ~ore than I discrimination, yet he had 
was because of his quee~ess. internalised his oppression to 
Ryan was an exceUen~ wnter such a degree that he denied 
and he had so much mteUec- he was bi. Drugs, like many 
tual po_tential, but the system other queer youth, were his 
wore him down. He dropped tools for dealing with the 
out sometime in the spring of 
that year; his goal (which was 
the same as mine at the 
time-to become a marine 
biologist) was never to be 
realised. 
Summer came again and 
I finally came out to one of 
my dearest friends, Kathleen. 
Kathleen, although a little 
shocked, accepted me right 
away. It was such a relief not 
to spend my final year in 
high school completely silent 
to everyone. I could talk to 
Kathleen about the homopho-
bia I encountered through 
the day and she would talk to 
me about the sexism and 
oppression. 
College was a new space, 
a new opportunity, it was 
freedom. I was introduced to 
the student newspaper by 
another friend from high 
school. The student newspa-
per (The Other Press) was at 
that time a very conducive 
environment for one to come 
out. I decided to devote 
more time to the OP in the 
winter semester. It was the 
perfect time for me to come 
out. The Other Press was 
about to publish its annual 
Queer Issue and I was given 
the assignment to write 
about Little Sisters Bookstore 
and their court case against 
Canada Customs. I was also 
assigned to write a story on 
the LGB Collective. 
After a couple of LGB 
Collective meetings I came 
out to the collective. It was a 
relief. I was now out to/and 
part of a group. My new queer 
friends were tremendously 
supportive. I slowly came out 
to other friends and became 
more involved as the year 
progressed. College was 
considerably better to me 
than high school ever was 
and the road became more 
stable as the months pro-
gressed. 
So here I am. A queer 
activist, a young queer 
historian and out to most 
people in my life. Yet an 
uneasy silence has fallen on 
my family life lately. Al-
though, I haven't officially 
told anyone in my family 
besides my mother, they've 
figured it out through aU the 
blatant hints I've dropped 
along the way. 
As for Ryan, he tragi-
cally died due to a brain 
haemorrhage in December of 
1997 just short of his twenty 
second birthday. You see, 
although his death was drug 
induced, it was the oppres-
sion which killed him. 
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Queer Supplement 
Joy's coming out story 
It is Wednesday today. PE 
day. I put on the outfit I 
carefully chose. Track pants 
by Reebok and an Adidas T-
shirt. The pants are comfort-
able; the T -shirt is even 
flattering to my figure. But 
this is not me. I go through 
the day feeling like a faker. 
Like it's Halloween and I've 
come as Sporty Spice. You 
see, I'm not an athlete. My 
idea of exercise is a leisurely 
walk along the beach on a 
sunny day. I feel uncomfort-
able all day in these comfort-
able pants until I can go 
home and slip into a pair of 
jeans. This is me. 
living life in the closet 
is kind of like this. You 
wander through the day 
pretending to be something 
you are not. It's like wearing 
an itchy wool sweater all day 
and you can't wait to take it 
off when you get home. 
When I was accepted 
into teacher education, I 
debated with myself about 
being out. I didn't need to be, 
in the sense that my partner 
is the opposite sex. As a 
married woman, it is auto-
matically assumed that I am 
straight. And maybe that's 
part of the problem. The 
thing is, I could have just as 
easily married a woman as a 
man. And if I had, we would 
not have the privilege of 
walking down the street 
hand-in-hand without fear. 
The other 
thing is, if I 
don't feel 
comfortable 
enough to be 
out, how can 
my future 
students, or 
parents of 
students, or 
fellow staff? 
Teachers are 
supposed to 
be role 
models, after 
aU. 
Being 
out is not 
something 
you decide to 
do once-and-for-aU, and then 
it's over. Being out is a 
conscious, contemplated 
decision, made multiple times 
in a day. Despite the fact that 
I wear a BiPride pin on my 
backpack, many people either 
don't clue in or don't notice. 
Each time I am in a new 
situation, the questions arise 
in my head: Is it safe to do 
this? Will I be jeopardising 
my career? Is it worth it? Is it 
Queer News 
MATTHEW MATT'S 
SHEPARD UP- MOM JOINS 
DATE CROSS-
MORE ON COUNTRY 
MATT'S PAR- TREK 
really that important to me 
to identify as bi-sexual? 
My faculty advisor 
recently told me that my 
sponsor teacher for my 
practicum is "very religious." 
He warned me not to say 
anything against religion 
around her. Warning bells 
went off in my head. What if 
she was a Surrey school board 
type? I have been working on 
an inclusive unit on family 
for kindergarten to grade one. 
Would my sponsor teacher be 
receptive to me teaching her 
students that gay and lesbian 
families are normal? My 
J 
WYOMING 
KILLS HATE 
CRIMES BILL 
FOR YEAR 
faculty advisor seemed to 
know her pretty well, so I 
went to him and asked the 
question that was on my 
mind. It didn't come out very 
well. "Do you 
=---.. • know if she is 
homophobic? I 
mean, not that 
being religious 
necessarily means 
that she is, but it 
does make it more 
likely, and I was 
just wondering if 
you knew ... " I 
stood there with 
my heart pound-
ing, waiting for 
reassurance that 
this was an open-
minded individual 
who was very 
accepting of 
others. "Well, I 
don't know,'' he said, "but I 
don't see any reason for that 
to come up. Your sex life is 
your own business. I wouldn't 
give up this practicum if I 
were you. Don't worry, I1l 
watch out for you." This was 
not the response I was 
looking for. 
Many people don't 
understand that sexual 
orientation extends beyond 
the bedroom. They figure if 
the gay community just kept 
it quiet and didn't "flaunt" 
it, then things would be 
better. If sexual orientation 
were only about one's active 
sex life, there would be no 
reason for me to identify as 
bisexual. To me sexual 
orientation is about commu-
nity, about families, about 
living, about personal iden-
tity. It affects how you look 
at the world, and how the 
world looks at you. Sexual 
orientation is so much more 
than just sex. 
When you are wearing 
an itchy sweater aU day long, 
all you can think about is 
taking it off. You are dis-
tracted, irritable, frustrated. 
You have less of yourself to 
give because you are so 
obsessed with getting it off. 
Your work suffers that day; 
your friends wonder what is 
wrong with you. However, 
you can't tell them about the 
sweater, and how much it 
hurts, and how you have 
scratches all over your body, 
and you are developing an 
allergic reaction. This is life 
in the closet. It is not a life I 
choose, and I hope that by 
my choosing to be out, I give 
others the permission to do 
the same. 
S G 0 IN G Judy Shepard has E NT announced the "International 
According to the 
Associated Press on February 
3, "four months after gay 
college student Matthew 
Shepard was beaten to d~ath, 
a move to pass a hate cnmes 
bill in Wyoming was scuttled 
Wednesday by a legislative 
committee. The committee 
killed two bills, and support-
ers said that ended their 
hopes for the year. State 
lawmakers have rejected 
similar measures four times 
since 1995." 
Watch, issued a challenge to 
other gay rights organiza-
tions to take a similar stance 
against capital punishment in 
the high-profile case .... In a 
telephone interview Michael 
Petrelis, a Queer Watch 
member in San Francisco, 
denounced the 'continuing 
silence of prominent gay, 
lesbian, bisexual and 
transgendered organizations" 
about capital punishment. 
Putting anyone to death for 
the murder of Shepard is just 
as barbaric as tying the 
victim to a fence post and 
leaving him to die in sub-zero 
temperatures; he said." 
Caribbean, sponsored by US 
Airways, for one lucky 
couple. Unfortunately, whe 
Frank checked out the fine 
print, it explained that the 
"couple" had better be a m 
and a woman. Incensed that 
Microsoft and US Airways 
could endorse such discrimi-
nation, Frank set off a chain 
of events that eventually 
ensnared Yahoo!, Online 
Vacation Mall, a number of 
fragrance companies, and 
more. The companies are 
apologizing left and right 
(well, at least some of them) 
- and now the ACLU and a 
prominent DC Internet lawy 
have said that civil rights 
laws may have been broken, 
number of industry repre-
sentatives are very nervous. 
Read more about this ongoi 
injustice at {http:/ I 
PUBLIC Hike Against Hate and Violence", a 2,500 mile 
Information has been Alaska-to-Laramie journey to 
leaking out all week about begin in June. The hike will 
Matt's parents' various take a "Flame of Hope" from 
interviews. Apparently, Skagway, Alaska, on June 3 
they've gone public and told to Laramie on Oct. 12, when a 
the media that Matt tested ceremony as well as lighting 
HIV positive after his death- of a permanent flame are 
and that he likely was planned. 
unaware that he was infected. 
They also will apparently say 
tonight on NBC that 1t's a 
very frightening concept as a 
parent that your son now 
becomes a martyr, a public 
figure for the world," Judy 
Shepard told Dateline NBC, 
"He's just our son." His 
mother also said: 'You must 
understand, it's like putting 
him on a pedestal that just 
won't work. I'm concerned 
that if people find out that 
it's not true, they'll be 
disappointed or angry or hate 
him." She also explained that 
Matt was clinically depressed. 
GAY 
IN OTHER 
NEWS (THIS 
IS MY NON-
GROUP OP- MATT-RE-
POSES DEATH LATED GAY 
PENALTY FOR RIGHTS 
KILLERS NEWS PARA-
According to the Casper 
Star-Tribune, "a national gay GRAPH) 
rights organization has This week a very 
condemned an Albany County interesting, and disturbing, 
prosecutor's decision t.o seek controversy broke out when 
the death penalt~ ~gamst two Kirby Frank of Atlanta found 
men actused of killi~g a gay a sweepstakes on a Microsoft-
University of Wyonung partnered Web site that 
student. The group, Queer offered a free trip to the 
www. wiredstrategies.com/ 
resort.html). 
Queer Supplement 
How I learned to say ... it 
Jen Bradd 
Twenty seconds earlier we 
had been wrapped up in 
around and through each 
other searnlessly, blending 
our bodies into simple warm 
contours of skin and breath. 
Now I was beating my fists on 
his chest, 
push push push 
away away 
NO NOW 
was aU I could uxulerstand to 
do in the panic like smoke 
Get off me, get off me 
And as he released 
himself from me, I felt 
suddenly hollow where I had 
been holding him, as he 
withdrew slowly-fouryears 
threeyearstwoonealone uhh-
taking with him various 
meanings of together. Only 
part of me wanted to stretch 
back to him, like so many 
times before, and beg his 
body forgiveness by offering 
mine in peace for my sudden 
terror and flight. 
I had learned that I 
could give this one sided gift 
to try to recompense for aU 
the other times I hadn't 
bothered to explain why I 
couldn't touch him. More and 
more frequently I could only 
· e next to a concerned face 
d allow myself to be 
troked into compliance while 
tiny left brain nosily 
ationalised, "I like it oh god 
love it but more than that I 
want to want it but realisti-
cally, what is there more than 
love and friendship and a 
passionate partner?" 
He perched on the edge 
of the bed, too afraid to 
touch me in comfort as I 
shook, suddenly 
goosepimpled, wrapped in the 
heavy green blanket. He knew 
me better than me some-
times; right now he under-
stood that to ask "why" 
would risk of losing a trust so 
carefully built now that I was 
pregnant with confession. 
Like before, for so many 
things, he waited. 
"I can't do this any 
more we can't this is why we 
broke up and you know why I 
broke up with you it wasn't 
you it was her you've known 
this for a long time and this 
is really fucking me up and 
you know the truth and I 
can't and I don't and I can't-
" 
The rational lost me as 
words words my words 
written in English with points 
and curves together, tumbled 
free falling from me but just 
hung there in the cooling 
room, waiting for him to 
and spit them back at 
my face, darnmit, "Speak!" 
"What do you want me 
to say?" Fuck you for being 
so kind? "Why is it that 
everyone else besides me 
knows?" 
A suitable silence. 
"Knows what?" oh, no, 
fuck you bastard, you're 
supposed to be helping me 
here 
Crying. Who? Where?? 
me. Sobbing prettily into the 
blanket, changing a dark 
green with black salty stains, 
choking on the silence 
between tears. 
"I love you you know 
it's always been you and I 
have been in love with you, 
and I have loved you and 
loved with you, but I can NOT 
do this anymore." 
And he nodded. He 
knew I was sure, and waited, 
still. 
"I thought this," I 
gesticulated widely at the 
bed, "was a symbol of some-
thing that could transcend 
gender but fuck it, it's not 
and you're not and I'm ... " 
He took my hand. Now I 
was screaming. "And I can't 
even SAY it!" 
"Don't torment yourself, 
hey hey now. You always said 
labels didn't matter. That it's 
always about an expression 
instead." 
"Don't tell me what I 
said." still screaming but not 
enough oxygen for tears, let's 
focus on one thing here. 
"What do you want?" 
questioned the gentlest tone. 
Since when is it him with the 
self-control?? bastard. What 
do I want more than a final 
peace with this-? 
A sudden photograph 
turned to video pulled from 
memory with four legs 
muscled (so long ago) 
arms and breasts entwined in 
rolling motion, push pull 
laughing with my mouth full 
and discovering my body 
responding simply to her 
pleasure as it slid over her 
sweet skin smelling of 
different soap and faintly 
spicy, and coriring to rest next 
to her as a perfect fit of 
curves and space without 
angles. 
Five burning letters 
Forbidden Fruit Oral Sex 
Tillie Kin 
In the library, 
It's one of those times, 
you're sitting 
So close. I could almost 
ouch 
the down laced along your 
cheek. 
can identify 
the shampoo you used 
·s morning 
· the shower, 
suds flowing 
Down 
ou smile. 
ook into my eyes. 
''What do you think?" 
think 
've just given you m:v heart 
d it's molded 
o your soft fingers 
· e play-doh. 
think 
bout dyeing my tongue 
lue 
d trailing it over 
our entire body 
escribing paths and curves 
aking you 
living map 
f my desire. 
think 
bout aU the things 
wish I could 
o to you, 
at he does to you, 
d you tell me about 
he next day. I can't bear 
To hear anymore 
but I can't stop listening. 
I think 
you rearrange my biology 
Heart in throat 
Stomach in knees, 
AU my nerves gravitated 
Towards your warm self. 
I think 
about showing you 
the life you hold 
the light 
in your skin 
the warm, wet places 
that would fit my hand 
So perfectly. 
I think 
about tonight 
when you lie 
So close to me 
praying that your old T-shirt 
will dissolve 
and you will tum to me 
Smiling. 
I think ... 
I think I've been staring 
at you too long. 
You aren't like me. 
You like boys. 
You 
Are my forbidden fruit. 
Anika Stafford 
"Smells like fish, tastes like chicken, plug your nose and keep 
on licken:" 
''What's that smell? Shut your legs!" 
I was shocked when he first said that he loved my smell, and 
that he could stay with his mouth between my legs forever. 
There were too many voices left ... 
"SHUT YOUR LEGS!" 
I remember the first time I lay naked with her, leaning 
against her chest. We said we were watching a movie, but I 
don't remember what movie it was. I do remember lying with 
my face partially under the covers, breathing her in, being 
enticed by her smell. 
WHAT THE HELL WERE THEY THINKING! 
And finally I lose myself when I take her in my mouth, when 
I taste the ambrosia of the Goddess, a fruit more amazing 
than anything I could have imagined; a piece of divinity. 
FUCK THEM: 
WOMEN'S BODIES ARE BEAUTIFUL! 
were begging to be let go 
from my mouth, instead, 
"Haven't I hurt you 
enough??" and it was the 
trigger like removing one 
hair that was woven to 
singularly hold back the darn 
of hysterics. 
"Say it." "Say what?" 
"SAY IT." "You say it." "Fuck 
you!" "Well what do you 
want, anyway?" "fuck you. I 
want chocolate. Right now." 
A smile flashed back and 
forth, too tense to be en-
joyed. "You need to, and I'm 
okay, say it, just say it." 
And in that climax of 
frustration I yelled it I yelled 
it I yelled it like it was the 
last thing I could say ever 
and it would soon be the 
most important thing I said 
ever and it hung there for us 
to look at, huge red capital 
letters which I would later 
embellish with rainbows of 
course and they didn't tum 
to mist in that damp base-
ment room but went back 
into me the Tm" became my 
backbone and 'gay' became 
the way I could live from now 
on and finished yelling with 
"NOW are you happy?" 
And realised it was me 
who was smiling like the sun 
was only for me, and then 
laughing as I tackled the 
bastard, and hugged him 
until I could give him no 
more since there was no way 
to compare to his gift. 
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It all starts here The New Westminister Ad 
Sales Manager seHs 
local ads for the Other Press, coordinates and recruits ad sales vol-
unteers, and coordinates national ad sales. Other responsibilities 
include general office employee obligations. This position is a 12 
month contract, with an evaluation by the Other Publications 
Society Board after three months. The position pays 15 hours a 
week at $ 9.75/h (plus 25o/o commission on the ads you sell) 
How to apply 
1 Mail your resume and cover letter to: 
Attn: OPS Board Chair 
The Other Press 
room 1020, 700 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC 
V3L 5B2 
2 Email (we can handle attachments) your resume and cover 
letter to: 
submit@op.douglas.bc.ca with "ad manager" 
(or something like that) in the subject line 
3 Fax your resume and cover letter to: 
604.525.3505 Attn: OPS Board Chair 
4 Get on with your life. Perhaps volunteer some hours at the 
Other Press while you're waiting to hear back from the board. Or 
you could attend a seminar on how to sell advertising. 
The next Other Press ad seminar will be posted in the OP 
office (room 1020, Douglas College). Or call 306-6530 and leave a 
message for our current Ad Manager, who will get back to you at 
his convenience (which is pretty darn quick). 
• un1verse 
Duties 
• Administer local ad sales strate-
gy, including insertion orders, ad 
deadlines and ad rates 
• Coordinate the classifieds section 
• Liaison with the Bookkeeper on 
invoicing and commissions. 
• Liaison with the Coquitlam Ad 
Sales Manager about new and 
upcoming ad sales and commis-
sions 
• Communicate with Production 
staff about new and upcoming 
ads, about design and changes in 
ad material 
• Coordinate at least two ad sales 
seminars per semester 
• Coordinate in-house promotions 
and distribution strategy 
• Attend staff meetings, giving 
sales reports when necessary. 
• Attend OPS Board meetings and 
give comprehensive written sales 
reports to the board. 
National Advertising: 
Campus Plus (C+) · 
• Communicate with C+ (our 
national advertising agency) on a 
weekly basis Re: national advertis-
ing; ensuring all ads run as sched-
uled; that copies of issues are sent 
to C+ 
From here ... Using your experience at the Other Press, and contacts with publishing Oberhaus, Canadian University Press (CUP), you will 
have access to the world's power centres, including CUP's exclu-
sive national advertising agency, Campus Plus. Whether you use this power for good or evil, is all up to you. 
You're now in a position to take over the world. Next, the solar system .... 
*No prior experience is necessary, but a background in Sales, Marketing or Business will definitely improve your chances. You know what? Excellent communication skills won't hurt. Nor would being 
Douglas College student. 
:.. ! 
